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Origins of Human Language
A guide to collecting armies and fleets of the period 1660-1697 covering all of the major European powers and many important minor states.

Passable in Pink
Creative - Educational - FunAwesome Beyblade Coloring Book. Magical Beyblade Coloring Book and all fans! Try it out, high quality images are waiting
for you and your child. Each illustration is printed on a separate sheet (8.5 x 11) to avoid bleed through. I hope You like my coloring book. I would be very
grateful for the comment. Fan made book! Not official book!

Detective Pikachu: Story of the Movie
A Personal History of Nuclear Medicine is an account of how nuclear medicine developed, and its basic philosophy in the past, present and future. The
book outlines the history of the development of nuclear medicine as experienced by the author and describes the hurdles that nuclear medicine has had to
face, in view of the perception of risk of radiation. It also explains how nuclear medicine solves medical problems in clinical practice and how it has
contributed to a new definition of disease. The book concludes with future projections of the likely developments in this area in the next 50 years. Target
market: nuclear medicine professionals as well non-nuclear medicine physicians and the public

Alice in Murderland
In 1930, Bob Brown predicted that the printed book was bound for obsolescence. The time has come, he insisted, to rid the reader of the cumbersome
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book. He invented a machine that would allow one to read books and any text extremely fast and in a hyper abbreviated form. He called these abbreviated
texts, with em dashes replacing words: readies. He envisioned sending the condensed texts through wireless networks. The Readies, describes these
eponymously named abbreviated texts and his plans for a reading machine, but since he printed only 150 copies, the volume is practically unknown outside
of a small circle of scholars. With this new edition, Craig Saper hopes to introduce Bob Brown's Roving Eye Press books to a new generation of readers.

Alice in Murderland
Both compounds and multi-word expressions are complex lexical units, made up of at least two constituents. The most basic difference is that the former are
morphological objects and the latter result from syntactic processes. However, the exact demarcation between compounds and multi-word expressions
differs greatly from language to language and is often a matter of debate in and across languages. Similarly debated is whether and how these two different
kinds of units complement or compete with each other. The volume presents an overview of compounds and multi-word expressions in a variety of
European languages. Central questions that are discussed for each language concern the formal distinction between compounds and multi-word
expressions, their formation and their status in lexicon and grammar. The volume contains chapters on German, English, Dutch, French, Italian, Spanish,
Greek, Russian, Polish, Finnish, and Hungarian as well as a contrastive overview with a focus on German. It brings together insights from word-formation
theory, phraseology and theory of grammar and aims to contribute to the understanding of the lexicon, both from a language-specific and cross-linguistic
perspective.

Individualized Notebook
Names in Focus delves deep into the vast field of Finnish onomastics, covering place names, personal names, animal names, commercial names and names
in literature. It provides the history and current trends in this area of research, and also supplements international terminology with the Finnish point of
view on the subject. Brimming with examples and clear explanations, the book can be enjoyed by the most studious of researchers as well as the casual
reader who has a genuine interest in the study of names.

Alive and Kicking
A picture book about values and sharing for children aged 3 to 6. Good fortune runs amuck as Rabbit watches his crop of lettuce grow and grow. Wacky
neighbors help him solve his dilemma.

Encyclopedia of Native American Tribes
かわいいけどグロテスク、世界が注目する歌手

きゃりーぱみゅぱみゅの世界感を凝縮したヴィジュアルブック。担
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Complex Lexical Units
Every Bullet Has Its Billet
This book proposes a detailed picture of the continuities and ruptures between communication in primates and language in humans. It explores a diversity
of perspectives on the origins of language, including a fine description of vocal communication in animals, mainly in monkeys and apes, but also in birds,
the study of vocal tract anatomy and cortical control of the vocal productions in monkeys and apes, the description of combinatory structures and their
social and communicative value, and the exploration of the cognitive environment in which language may have emerged from nonhuman primate vocal or
gestural communication.

Backpacker
Get ready to go on an adventure with Detective Pikachu! The official story of the movie. On the neon streets of Ryme City, people live in harmony
alongside Pokémon: a diverse ecosystem of mysterious and colourful creatures that form a close bond with their human partners. When Tim Goodman's
father disappears under suspicious circumstances, he sets out to find him by partnering with a Pokémon like no other: Detective Pikachu, an adorable
super-sleuth. But this unlikely pair soon stumble upon a larger mystery: why are so many Pokémon missing and who is behind their disappearance? Read
the story of the smash-hit movie, starring Ryan Reynolds and Justice Smith.

Animal Friends of Pica Pau 2
The laboratory where corpses dance Stella remains locked in a life-or-death struggle with her siblings in order to keep her beloved brother Zeno alive.
Dragged into a plot by fourth-eldest brother Mare, she now finds herself pitted against her second-eldest sister, Miser, who has awakened as the Queen of
Corpses. "Let's take these kids who drank my 'blood'and do a little experiment!" Confronted by Miser and her newfound talent for manipulating the dead,
the irrepressible "Bloody Alice" makes her entrance and draws her gun--?! Welcome to the haunted party thrown by poor little Miser.

Pika Bunny and the Thunderstorm
in Pink is the latest book from best-selling author Mike Sacks (And Here's the Kicker, Poking a Dead Frog, Stinker Lets Loose). Passable in Pink deftly sends
up the 1980s and John Hughes movies while addressing the vital question: Will Addy Stevenson go to the senior prom? Addy is suffering through her
sophomore year at suburban Chicago's Northridge High. She lives on the "wrong" side of the lake with her father, a struggling advertising copywriter
("Where the hell is the goddamn beef?") and her ever-boozy mom ("Get me another drink, baby, and really make it sing."). Addy's younger brother, Spaz,
her soon-to-marry older sister, Princess, and a visiting international transfer student add to the mix. Her world is turned upside down when she meets
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Roland McDough, the "most beautiful Richie boy" at Northridge High. Is he actually interested in Addy, or is he just playing a game? Are you ready to
jump back into the cool, neon-glazed, high-topped reality of the 1980s? Do you miss those kick-ass tubular synth-rockin' sounds and delicious phantasmagaseous smells? When was the last time you put on your Members Only jacket and danced the Safety Dance? A loving send-up of a bygone era, this is one
book in which Every Breath You Take will remind you of How You Used to Be.

Volleyball Is Life Dot-Lined Notebook
Princess Annie and her brother Crown Prince Pika set in motion a rebellion, that ends up with them changed into rabbits on Cloud Mountain. Trying to
return to the human world, they must find a legendary unicorn. But they are pulled into a war between animals and spirits where their dreams, loyalties ,
and courage are tested.

The Photo Ark
So Pretty Dot-Lined Volleyball Notebook Journal For Girls Whether you're looking to journal your feelings away, or need a great gift, this inspirational
volleyball notebook is sure to lift spirits and put happiness in your life. Journaling goals? Need to focus on the positive? This book provides ample space to
write your thoughts, use as a place to track your daily devotionals or keep track of simple acts of kindness and notes. Perfect for unique school notebooks for
kids or college students. Add To Cart Now A notebook with dot-lined pages is the perfect place to create your thoughts into words. This journal is a perfect
gift for kids and teens going to school and has a love for the sport of volleyball. Features: 120 undated dot lined pages Pages to write daily affirmations for
great moments and important people Can be used as a school notebook or college class composition notebook. Product Description: 8x10" Perfect size for
school 120 pages Uniquely designed glossy cover High quality, heavy paper We have lots of great trackers, notebooks, planners, and journals, so be sure to
check out our other listings by clicking on the "Spike Queen" link just below the title near the top of the page. Gift Ideas For This Notebook: Volleyball
Championships Birthday Gift Stocking Stuffer Volleyball Coach Gift Best Friend Gift Graduation Gift

Beyblade Coloring Book
A lush illustrated celebration of nature's most beautiful work, the flower. From roadside daisies to exotic hothouse lilies, botanical illustrator Adriana Picker
has curated specimens from all over the world to create this illustrated compendium of floral wonder. Petal is arranged into various flower families, with
illustrations of close-ups, cross-sections, buds and foliage revealing the flowers' unique characteristics, colors and sculptural beauty. Adriana draws on her
lifelong obsession for flowers and plants to detail the traditions, folklore, fame, scent and meaning behind our favorite blooms, along with some lesser-known
oddities. This is the book of botanical illustration for a new generation of flower lovers.

Before and After Superflat
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Intended to express the moments of discovery that revolve around life's most important aspects, the Pika Bunny series illustrates what is most dear in the
parent-child relationship. Pika Bunny and the Thunderstorm introduces Mama Rabbit and Pika Bunny who has questions and concerns about an
approaching thunderstorm. Mama Rabbit helps Pika discover wind, thunder, lightning, and pounding rain in a new and imaginative way.

Murder on the Marshes: A Gripping Murder Mystery Thriller That Will Keep You Turning the Pages
In one book, all the essential information to learn about six of the main religions - Judaism, Christianity, Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism and Sikhism. * A
complete, self-contained, well illustrated course for individual study or classroom use * Help for students to pass exams - suitable for GCSE and as an
introduction to A-Level * Ideal general reading for anyone who wants to understand the basic beliefs and practices of the religions featured * Ideal for
liberal and general studies courses, and for multicultural education * Includes material on items of human interest to help enthuse and inspire the reader.

Vivekananda
Measures 6x9 inches White Blank Paper, 120 pages Paperback. Soft cover design. Matte.(Not a sewn binding.) It can be used as a notebook, for drawing or
sketching.

Mastering World Religions
In the 30 years since its original release in 1986, Jim Henson's timeless fantasy film Labyrinth has captured the minds and imaginations of authors, artists,
filmmakers, and fans across the world. In honor of the film's 30th anniversary, return to the world of Labyrinth and see the beloved characters, imaginative
locations, and unforgettable moments as realized by a collection of uniquely original artistic voices in an unprecedented celebration. Features illustrations
and testimonials from comics luminaries and newcomers alike, including: Michael Allred, Jo lle Jones, David Mack, Gustavo Duarte, Ramón K. Pérez,
Dustin Nguyen, Mike Huddleston, Jill Thompson, Mark Buckingham, Tula Lotay, Faith Erin Hicks, and many, many more.

The Readies
A tale that explains how the spotted bear got its spots. Includes a section with information about some of the plants and animals that are found in the Rocky
Mountains and pictured in the illustrations.

Beautiful Alberta
Do you love twisty murder mysteries? Meet Tara Thorpe - the clue to a puzzling local murder has landed right on her doorstep. Perfect for fans of Faith
Martin, LJ Ross and Joy Ellis. As the sun rises, a wealthy young woman - Samantha Seabrook - is found drowned in the ornamental fountain of a deserted
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Cambridge courtyard, the only clue - an antique silver chain wound tightly around her throat. It's Tara Thorpe's job to discover what happened to Miss
Seabrook - but the case becomes personal when she learns that Samantha had been receiving death threats rather like the one that landed on Tara's
doorstep the night the woman died. Together with Detective Inspector Garstin Blake, Tara tracks the killer to the dank and dangerous fens on the outskirts
of the city. But there's something Tara can't quite admit to Blake about her past - and it could make all the difference to whether they live or die. An
absolutely gripping page-turner that will keep you hooked until the very last page. The first in a series of unputdownable Cambridge mysteries featuring
Thorpe and Blake. What everyone's saying about Clare Chase: 'WOWZERS! My Kindle might as well have been glued to my hands as I couldn't put this
story down My heart was in my mouth and I was reeling with shock from what was happening. It was all just too exciting!' Goodreads reviewer 'I was
totally unprepared for the mind games and suspense This book will suck you in - brilliant!' 5 stars, Goodreads reviewer 'I was bursting to talk about this
book with someone, I loved it There was no point putting it down even if I tried to because my mind could not think about anything else.' Reviewed the
Book

Names in Focus
Urmila Mohan draws on her ethnography of Hindu devotional practices in Iskcon, India, to explore cloth and clothing as “efficacious intimacy”, that is,
embodied processes that shape practitioners as devotees, connecting them with the divine and the larger community.

Spotted Bear
Backpacker brings the outdoors straight to the reader's doorstep, inspiring and enabling them to go more places and enjoy nature more often. The authority
on active adventure, Backpacker is the world's first GPS-enabled magazine, and the only magazine whose editors personally test the hiking trails, camping
gear, and survival tips they publish. Backpacker's Editors' Choice Awards, an industry honor recognizing design, feature and product innovation, has
become the gold standard against which all other outdoor-industry awards are measured.

Amy Brown Faeries Coloring Book
The author came to the decision to embark on this journey into dialogic pedagogy when he firmly realised that education is essentially dialogic. It is not that
pedagogy should be dialogic -- he rather argues that it is always dialogic. This is true whether the participants in it, or outside observers of it, realise it or not
-- and even when the participants are resistant to dialogue. This statement is in contrast with views that promote dialogic interaction in the classroom as a
form of instruction. This conceptualisation contrasts with views that dialogic interaction or conversational instruction are more effective instructional means
in comparison to, let's say, a more monologic genre of instruction such as a lecture or a demonstration. This statement is also in contrast with views that
assume dialogue is a pedagogical instrument that can be turned on and off. He argues that whatever teachers and students do (or not do) whether in their
classrooms or beyond it, they are locked in dialogic relations.
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Millennial Monsters
Is it possible to conceive of a Hello Kitty Middle Ages or a Tickle Me Elmo Renaissance? The Oxford English Dictionary dates the first reference to "cute"
in the sense of "attractive, pretty, charming" to 1834. More recently, Sianne Ngai has offered a critical overview of the cuteness of the twentieth-century
avant-garde within the context of consumer culture. But if cuteness can get under the skin, what kinds of surfaces does it best infiltrate, particularly in the
framework of historical forms, events, and objects that traditionally have been read as emergences around "big" aesthetics of formal symmetries, high
affects, and resemblances? The Retrofuturism of Cuteness seeks to undo the temporal strictures surrounding aesthetic and affective categories, to displace a
strict focus on commodification and cuteness, and to interrogate how cuteness as a minor aesthetics can refocus our perceptions and readings of both
premodern and modern media, literature, and culture. Taking seriously the retro and the futuristic temporalities of cuteness, this volume puts in
conversation projects that have unearthed remnants of a "cult of cute"-positioned historically and critically in between transitions into secularization,
capitalist frameworks of commodification, and the enchantment of objects-and those that have investigated the uncanny haunting of earlier aesthetics in
future-oriented modes of cuteness. The Latin acutus, the etymological root of cute, embraces the sharpened, the pointed, the nimble, the discriminating,
and the piercing. But as Michael O'Rourke notes, cuteness evokes a proximity that is at once potentially invasive and contaminating and yet softening and
transfiguring. Deploying cuteness as a mode of inquiry across time, this volume opens up unexpected lines of inquiry and unusual critical and creative
aporias, from Christian asceticism, medieval cycle drama, and Shakespeare to manga, Bollywood, and Second Life. The projects collected here point to a
spectrum of aesthetic-affective assemblages related to racial, ethnic, gender, sexual, and class dimensions that exceed or trouble our contemporary
perceptions of such registers within object-subject and subject-object entanglements. TABLE OF CONTENTS // Wan-Chuan Kao and Jen Boyle,
"Introduction: The Time of the Child" Andrea Denny-Brown, "Torturer-Cute" Elizabeth Howie, "Indulgence and Refusal: Cuteness, Asceticism, and the
Aestheticization of Desire" Claire Maria Chambers, "From Awe to Awww: Cuteness and the Idea of the Holy in Christian Commodity Culture" Justin
Mullis, "All The Pretty Little Ponies: Bronies, Desire, and Cuteness" Marlis Schweitzer, "Consuming Celebrity: Commodities and Cuteness in the
Circulation of Master William Henry West Betty" Mariah Junglan Min, "Embracing the Gremlin: Judas Iscariot and the (Anti-)Cuteness of Despair" Alicia
Corts, "Cute, Charming, Dangerous: Child Avatars in Second Life" James M. Cochran, "What's Cute Got to Do with It?: Early Modern Proto-Cuteness in
King Lear" Kara Watts, "Hamlet, Hesperides, and the Discursivity of Cuteness" Tripthi Pillai, "Cute Lacerations in Doctor Faustus and Omkara" Kelly
Lloyd, "Katie Sokoler, Your Construction Paper Tears Can't Hide Your Yayoi Kusama-Neurotic Underbelly"

Written in the Sky
Beautiful Alberta is a spectacular photographic portrait of Canada's most prosperous province. It reveals the resplendent natural beauty of the West's
towering mountains, cerulean lakes, man-made cities and unique architecture that come together in this awe-inspiring slice of the country. Mike
Grandmaison's perceptive eye has captured what makes Alberta special in the 125 exquisite photographs in this handsome collection. With a population of
4.1 million and a land area of 661,848 km2 (255,541 sq mi), Alberta is Canada's fourth-largest province and contains within it distinct and varied
topographies, from prairies and badlands, to boreal forests and mountain regions. Alberta's urban areas are no less impressive with portraits of Calgary,
Edmonton and Fort McMurray. Renowned for its natural tourist attractions, its towns such as Banff, Canmore, Drumheller and Jasper accommodate
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legions of visitors throughout the year. Alberta is home to a range of animals, including bison, grizzly and black bears, big horn sheep and mountain goats.
The abundance of flora and fauna within Alberta's borders contrasts with the vast industrial tracts devoted to extracting and processing oil, which is the
province's economic lifeblood. The photographs presented in Beautiful Alberta will inspire readers to explore this varied and interesting part of Canada.

A Personal History of Nuclear Medicine
Welcome to the wildly imaginative world of Pica Pau! Get together with the creative zebra, the thoughtful lion, the witty anteater, the flamboyant elephant,
and many more: there's room for everyone at Yan's craft table! Toy maker, character designer, and crochet knitter Yan Schenkel has collected the most
original amigurumi around her. In this book, she shows her passion for amigurumi crochet in 20 new designs, and also shares special tips and tricks for
every single project. All patterns contain detailed instructions, accompanied by step-by-step pictures and explanations of all techniques used, so both
beginners and advanced crocheters can easily get acquainted with her animal band.

Risk Criticism
Now! Let the "Mad Tea Party" begin! The Kuonji clan, owner of one of the world's top conglomerates, has a tradition: Once a month, family members
attend a "Mad Tea Party." But at the latest gathering, the nine Kuonji siblings in attendance are shocked to hear a pronouncement issue from the lips of
their mother, Olga- "I'd like you children to now fight one another to the death!" As chaos erupts, Stella, the fourth daughter, loses all reason, and suddenly
a whole new Stella, complete with blonde hair and blue dress, comes out to play-!!

きゃりーぱみゅぱみゅアートワークス 2011-2016
Millennial Monsters explores the global popularity of Japanese consumer culture--including manga (comic books), anime (animation), video games, and
toys--and questions the make-up of fantasies nand capitalism that have spurred the industry's growth.

Journey Into Dialogic Pedagogy
"My worst day as governor was better than my best day as a United States senator."--Former Governor Tim Carper (D-DE, 1993-2001) Governors--both
in, and now out of, office--see the job as the best in politics. Why is that? Drawing on a survey of former governors, personal interviews, as well as
gubernatorial memoirs and biographies, Rosenthal shows students how and why governors succeed as policy leaders and makes a case as to why some
governors are better at leveraging the institutional advantages of the office.

Clothing as Devotion in Contemporary Hinduism
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8.5x11 coloring book with 20 single sided pages of faeries. This is a re-print of Amy Brown's first Faeries coloring book originally released in 2009.

The Retro-Futurism of Cuteness
Any discussion of Japanese contemporary art inevitably leads to the pop-culture fantasies of Takashi Murakami, Yoshitomo Nara and the other artists of the
Superflat movement. But Japan as a whole has changed dramatically after stumbling through a series of economic, social and ecological crises since the
collapse of its "bubble" economy in the early 1990s. How did Murakami, Nara and Superflat become the dominant artistic vision of the Japan of today?
What lies behind their imagery of a childish and decadent society unable to face up to reality? Written by a sociologist with an eye for sharp observation and
clear reportage, Before and After Superflat offers the first comprehensive history in English of the Japanese art world from 1990 up to the tsunami of March
2011, and its struggle to find a voice amidst Japan's economic decline and China's economic ascent.

Kantha
The goal of this work is to describe the changes occurring in the Pitjantjatjara speech of teenagers in Areyonga, a Central Australian community, from both
a grammatical and a sociolinguistic point of view. The study is based on data collected in 1994 and 1995. At the time the data was being collected, the
Areyonga community had about 200 inhabitants, more than half of them under 25 years of age. A key question of this work is the extent to which Areyonga
Teenage Pitjantjatjara is being influenced by contact with English. In order to identify changes in Areyonga Teenage Pitjantjatjara, contemporary speech
was compared with several independent descriptions of Traditional Pitjantjatjara (and similar neighbouring dialects). Personal observations of the author
and discussions with older Pitjantjatjara people at Areyonga help to round out the picture obtained. The Areyonga population is predominantly young.
Most of the older people have left the settlement to return to their community of origin. As a result, many traditional ways of living have not been
transmitted fully to the following generation. However there is an undeniable striving to reintegrate traditions into the community and the teaching of the
children. Consequently, there is a constant effort to educate children in their first language. What then is the state of Areyonga Teenage Pitjantjatjara? This
book aims to answer this question.

The Best Job in Politics: Exploring How Governors Succeed as Policy Leaders
This lush book of photography represents National Geographic's Photo Ark, a major cross-platform initiative and lifelong project by photographer Joel
Sartore to make portraits of the world's animals-especially those that are endangered. His powerful message, conveyed with humor, compassion, and art- to
know these animals is to save them.Sartore intends to photograph every animal in captivity in the world. He is circling the globe, visiting zoos and wildlife
rescue centers to create studio portraits of 12,000 species, with an emphasis on those facing extinction. He has photographed more than 6,000 already and
now, thanks to a multi-year partnership with National Geographic, he may reach his goal. This book showcases his animal portraits- from tiny to
mammoth, from the Florida grasshopper sparrow to the greater one-horned rhinoceros. Paired with the eloquent prose of veteran wildlife writer Douglas
Chadwick, this book presents a thought-provoking argument for saving all the species of our planet.
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Lettuce!
"""FEATURES: 157 Pages - Week per Page Calendar Matte Cover Finish Dated Pages to Guide in organizing Schedules and Appointments"""

The Yellow Lightning Bolt Monster Weekly Planner for Go Players Boys and Girls
Jim Henson's Labyrinth Artist Tribute
A comprehensive, illustrated encyclopedia which provides information on over 150 native tribes of North America, including prehistoric peoples.

The Rabbit Princess
Risk Criticism is a study of literary and cultural responses to global environmental risk in an age of unfolding ecological catastrophe. In 2015, the Bulletin of
the Atomic Scientists reset its iconic Doomsday Clock to three minutes to midnight, as close to the apocalypse as it has been since 1953. What pushed its
hands was not just the threat of nuclear weapons, but also other global environmental risks that the Bulletin judged to have risen to the scale of the nuclear,
including climate change and innovations in the life sciences. If we may once have believed that the end of days would come in a blaze of nuclear firestorm,
we now suspect that the apocalypse may be much slower, creeping in as chemical toxins, climate change, or nano-technologies run amok. Taking
inspiration from the questions raised by the Bulletin’s synecdochical “nuclear,” Risk Criticism aims to generate a hybrid form of critical practice that
brings “nuclear criticism” into conversation with ecocriticism. Through readings of novels, films, theater, poetry, visual art, websites, news reports, and
essays, Risk Criticism tracks the diverse ways in which environmental risks are understood and represented today.

Petal
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